Hammer CLI - Bug #27342

Add GCE keys to Compute Resource CLI endpoints

07/18/2019 01:29 PM - Kavita Gaikwad

**Status:** Closed  
**Priority:** Normal  
**Assignee:** Kavita Gaikwad  
**Category:**  
**Target version:**  
**Difficulty:** Team Backlog:  
**Triaged:** No  
**Bugzilla link:** Found in Releases:  
**Pull request:** In Kanboard:  

**Description**

**Related issues:**  
Related to Hammer CLI - Tracker #27163: Implement CLI endpoints for GCE Compute Resource - Resolved  
Related to Foreman - Bug #27338: Fix API endpoints for GCE Compute Resource - Closed

**Associated revisions**

Revision a3844bfe - 07/25/2019 10:42 AM - Kavita Gaikwad  
Fixes #27342 - add additional keys in GCE compute resource

Revision 5368967b - 07/25/2019 10:42 AM - Kavita Gaikwad  
Refs #27342 - added volume attributes for GCE

Revision 0000b3b1 - 07/25/2019 10:42 AM - Kavita Gaikwad  
Refs #27342 - fix rubocop

Revision 34a2c7c1 - 07/25/2019 10:48 AM - Kavita Gaikwad  
Refs #27342 - customize CR fields using provider_specific_fields

Revision e68d7427 - 07/25/2019 11:55 AM - Shira Maximov  
Merge pull request #431 from kgaikwad/27342_fix_gce_compute_resource  
Fixes #27342 - add additional keys in GCE compute resource

**History**

#1 - 07/18/2019 01:29 PM - Kavita Gaikwad  
- Related to Tracker #27163: Implement CLI endpoints for GCE Compute Resource added

#2 - 07/18/2019 02:15 PM - The Foreman Bot  
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing  
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli-foreman/pull/431 added

#3 - 07/19/2019 10:41 AM - Kavita Gaikwad  
- Related to Bug #27338: Fix API endpoints for GCE Compute Resource added
#4 - 07/25/2019 11:55 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases hammer-cli-foreman-0.18.0 added

#5 - 07/25/2019 12:01 PM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset hammer-cli-foreman/a3844bfe5ddd9c4aa6dea514bac03bdf29ea5418.